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1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
In this paper, G is a finite group; a finite set S is said to be a G-set if G acts 
as a (left) permutation group on S, i.e., we have a map G x S -+ S: (g, s) -+ gs: 
such that (g,g.Js = g1(g2s), and es = s, for g, , g, E G, s E S, e the identity 
element of G. If S, , S, are G-sets, thenf : S, --f S, is a G-map if, for all g E G, 
s E Sl , fkd = m. 
If M, N are G-sets, then the Cartesian product M x N and the disjoint 
union MU N, are also G-sets in a natural way, and with this multiplication 
and addition, the isomorphism classes of G-sets under G-maps, form a com- 
mutative half-ring Q+(G). Its associated ring is the Burnside ring, denoted by 
Q(G). 
For U < G and M a G-set, we denote by 4,(M) the number of elements 
of M fixed by U, and the map &,: M + 4,(M) extends to a ring homomorphism 
from Q(G) to 2, the integers. Dress shows that 4” = (bV if and only if U N I’, 
and also that the prime ideals of Q(G) are of the form 8,,, , for U < G, where 
p is zero or prime, and where 9’U,s is the kernel of the map 
DEFINITION 1. If G is a finite group, and ?r is a set of prime numbers, 
define K,(G) to be the minimal normal subgroup of G with soluble quotient 
group of order a a-number, i.e., K,(G) = n (K Q G: G/K soluble, 1 G/K 1 
a n-number). In particular, K,(G) = n (K 4 G: G/K is ap-group). 
Notation. Suppose U, V are subgroups of G, and 8,,, = 8,,, for some 
nonzero prime p. Then K,(U) - K,(V), so 1 U 1 and 1 V 1 differ only by a 
power of p (see [l] for proof). 
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We write 
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u < v, if ]U]>,/Vj, 
u; v, if / U j < 1 I/ /, 
0.1: v, if the relative orders of U, V are not known. 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose U, I’ < G. A chain c from c’ to V (which may not 
exist if G is not soluble) is a sequence U = U,, , U, ,..., U, = I’ such that 
where the p,‘s are primes (not necessarily distinct), and pi = 1, if U-i - C’, . 
The width, w(c), of the above chain c, is the number of steps, n; the diameter, 
d(c), of the above chain c, is pi pa ... p, . 
DEFINITION 3. Let C( U, V) be the set of chains from U to V, for U, V < G. 
We define 
W( U, V) = min(w(c): c E C( U, V)) 
d( U, V) = h.c.f.(d(c): c E C(U, V)). 
If no chain exists between U and V, write 
W( U, V) = d(U, V) = co 
DEFINITION 4. Define W(G), the width of G, and d(G), the diameter of G, 
as follows: 
W(G) = max(W( U, V): 0; V < G), 
d(G) = I.c.m.(d(U, V): U, V < G). 
Hence by Dress’s results in [I], the three statements that G is soluble, W(G) is 
finite, and d(G) is finite, are equivalent. 
Section 2 deals with some results concerning the width of G. Its main result, 
Proposition 2.7, is that if the order of G has r distinct prime divisors, and W(G) = 
Y + 71, then G has at most n nonnormal Sylow subgroups. 
Section 3 deals first with results concerning the diameter of G; Proposition 3.3 
shows how d(G) may be determined from a consideration of normal series of 
subgroups of G. Section 3 concludes with Proposition 3.4 relating d(G) and 
.W(G): if d(G) = pp ...p>, then W(G) > aI + a2 + ‘.. + a,. 
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2. SOME RESULTS ON THE WIDTH OF A FINITE GROUP 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Let rr be a set of prime numbers, and let q E rr. Then if U, 
V < G and U 5 V, then K,(U) N K,,(V). 
(b) Suppose P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and we have a chain P -+a 
Al&A,- ... -% G, where qi # p, i = l,..,, n. Then P is normal in G. 
Proof. (a) U % V implies K,(U) - K,(V), and clearly K,,(K,(U)) = 
K,(V) since q E T, so our result follows. 
(b) Apply (a) with T = p’, i.e., x contains all the primes except p. 
NOW K,(P) = P N &(A,) N &(A,) N ... N K,(G) since qi E r, i = 
I ,..., n, and hence 
P = K,(G) 4 G. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose p occurs only once in a chain between P and G. Then 
the p-step is redundant. 
Proof. We have P % U, -q& U, + ... + Vi -C Ui,, -+ ... -qk. G, say; 
/ Vi j = j Ui+l / sincep occurs only once. 
Ui 5:. Ui+l implies that KP( Ui) N K,( Ui+l). By taking suitable conjugates, 
we may assume that K,(UJ = K,(Ui+,) = V, say; 1 Vi 1 = I U<+l 1 = psm, 
where j P / = p”. 
Consider No( V)/V. Ui/ V and Ui+l/ V are Sylow p-subgroups of this quotient, 
hence are conjugate. So U, = ( Ui+$, f or some g in N,(V); thus the p-step may 
be omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If G is a jinite group of order divisible by r distinct primes. 
then G is nilpotent if and only ;f W(G) = r. 
Proof. (a) Suppose G is nilpotent. Let U, V be subgroups of G. U, V are 
nilpotent, so, if p, ,..., p, are distinct prime divisors of 1 G 1, then 
ti = u, x u2 x ... x c,!, ) v = v, x v, x .” x v,, 
where CTi is a pi-group (possibly consisting of the identity element only) and Vi 
is a+group, for i = I to r. 
Put Ai E VI X Vt X ... X Vs-1 X Ui X ... X U, < 
&(A+) = VI x V, x “. X V&l X Ui+l X “* X UT 
= Kni(Ai+d- 
Hence -dj 5 A,+1 . 
!jo we have Ui= Al-$AAz+...--fAi-‘!Ai+l+ . ..-%A.+, L= V,i.e., 
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U can be connected to V in r steps. U, V are arbitrary subgroups of G, so 
W(G) < r. 
Clearly, we need r steps to connect e to G; so W(G) = T. 
(b) Suppose G is not nilpotent. Then at least one Sylow subgroup is not 
normal in G. Suppose P is a nonnormal Sylow p-subgroup of G. Consider a 
chain connecting P to G. By Lemma 2.1, p must occur at least once in any such 
chain, and by Lemma 2.2, p must occur at least twice. Every other prime occurs 
at least once, so lV(P, G) > Y + I. Hence IV(G) 3 r + 1, so our proof is 
complete. 
Notation. Let F(G) be the Fitting group of G, i.e., the minimal normal sub- 
group of G with nilpotent quotient group; defineFs(G) = G, F,(G) = F(F,-r(G)), 
and then the Fitting length of G = min(n: F,(G) = F,+i(G)). Clearly F(G) < 
K,(G) < G for any prime p, and if U < G, then F(U) < F(G). 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose U < G and we have the chain: 
Then F,( U) s char U, , i.e., F,(U) is conjugate to a characteristic subgroup of U, . 
Proof. Induction on n; n = 0 is trivial. So suppose n > 0 and F,,(U) s char 
u, 5% u,,, . F,+l( U) 5 F( U,), and since F,+l (U) is characteristic in F,( U), 
it is characteristic in U, , hence in F( U,). So we have 
char char char 
Fn+dU) 2 WJn) S K,,+,(W - K,,+,(Un+J 4 un+~ 9 
so F,+l( U) _Gchar T/,+, , and our result follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If G has order prqs, where p, q are distinct primes, and r, 
s 2 1, then G has Fitting length n if and only if W(G) is 2n - 1 or 2n. 
Proof. (a) Suppose G has Fitting length n. 
Apply Lemma 2.4 to G; G is soluble, so F,(G) = e, and we have the charac- 
teristic Fitting series: 
G = F,(G) D F,(G) D ... D F,_,(G) = F D e. 
Without loss of generality, p j j F j ; let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of F, Q a 
Sylow q-subgroup of F.&G). 
It follows from the definition of F,-l(G), F,-,(G), that: 
(1) P, PQ 4 G; and by the Frattini argument, No(Q). P = G, 
(2) K#‘rdG)) = PQ = K,PQ)> 
(3) Q +I G: otherwise Q = K,(PQ). So by (I) P $ NG(Q). 
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Now consider a chain from G to NG(Q): 
Pl Pa G- Ul-+ Us--+---+ PI U, = NG(Q). 
We show that r > 2n - 2. P < G = U, , P 4 No(Q) = U,. , so there is a 
smallest integer m s.t. P < U,,,; since F,(G) <1 U, , by Lemma 2.4, m > n. 
Further, PQ + PU,; for PQ 4 PU, impliesQ 5 U, , and since P < U,-, 
and P 4 U,,, , we must have U,,-, 5 U,,, , and hence Q < U,-, . This 
implies PQ < U,-, , and K,(PQ) = PQ < Kp( Urn-,) - K,(U,) < U, , con- 
tradicting P $ U,,, . 
Now we have the chain 
PU, - Pm+1 PU,,, - -a. Pt_ pu, = G; 
by Lemma 2.4, F,+,,(G) < PU, , and since PQ < F,,-,(G), it follows at once 
that r - m > n - 2, 
r>m+n-2>2n-2, 
W(G) > 2n - 2. 
Finally we show that W(G) < 2n. 
There are two chains of width at most Y + 1 from G to F,.(G), one ending with 
a p-step, the other with ap-step. This follows by induction on I: 
If Y = 1, we have G < K,(G) < F,(G), 
G < K,(G) < F,(G), 
while for I > 1 we have by induction 
G -a -.a % F,-,(G), width at most T, 
G + .-. % F,-,(G), width at most T. 
Since we palso have F,-,(G) 3 K,(F,-,(G)) % F,(G), and I;;-,(G) < 
K,(F,-l(G) ‘a FAG), we can extend the chains to F,(G), combining adjacent p- 
and q-steps to obtain two chains from G to F,(G) of width at most r + 1. 
In particular, there are two chains of width at most n from U to F,-,( U) for any 
U < G, so if U, V are subgroups of G, we have two chains of width at most n: 
U-t **- -5 F&U), 
VI-t * 1. % F,J V). 
Now F,+(U) is nilpotent, hence has a normal Sylow q-subgroup Q, say 
(possibly trivial), while Fnml(V) similarly has a normal Sylow p-subgroup P, say, 
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and since P, Q < Fnpl(G), we have P, Q <3 PQ, and hence we can form the chain: 
P U-+ --a +F n-l(U)lifPQ~FF,-l(V)-pI,...~ V, 
which has width at most 2n (combining adjacent p- and q-steps). 
Hence W(G) < 2n; so W(G) = 2n or 2n - 1. 
(b) The converse is immediate. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If G has order p’q*, where p, q are distinct primes, r, s > I, 
and G has Fitting length n, then W(G) = 2n if and only ;f W(G, e) = n + 1, i.e., 
the shortest chain from G to e has width n + 1. 
Proof. (a) Suppose W(G, e) = n + I. G has Fitting length n, so Fnel(G) + 
e. We show that p+,(G) has nontrivial Sylow p- and q-subgroups. 
For suppose w.1.o.g. F,-,(G) is a p-subgroup. By the proof of Proposition 2.5, 
we have a chain of width n from G to FnSl(G) of the form: 
G-+ **. 5 F,-,(G), 
and since li,-r(G) % e, W(G, e) < n. Hence F,-r(G) = P x Q, where P, 
Q are normal nontrivial p- and q- subgroups of G. 
Let the Sylow p- and q-subgroups of F,&G) be Pl, Q1, respectively; it follows 
easily that 
(1) &(F,-J = PQ’ q G; K,#‘,-2) = PIQ CI G where Q < Q’, P < Pl, 
(2) No(Qr) . P = G (Frattini argument), N,(Pl) . Q = G, P $ Nc(Q1), 
Q 4 NcP). 
We show that W(Nc(Q1), N,(Pl)) 2 2n. 
Suppose not, then there is a chain of width 2n - 1 from N,(P1) to No(Ql). 
Without loss of generality, it has the form: 
N,(Pl) ---z * ‘. + rj,-,: u,-, : U, : U,,, - .‘. + Uznel = NG(Ql). 
n-l steps n-l steps 
So we also have the chains 
G = N,(P1) *Q --f ..* 5 Un-zQ, 
U ?L+1 .p: . ..+NNG(Q1).P = G. 
Hence UnpzQ, U,,,P contain F,&G) = P’Qr, so U,-, 2 pl, U~+I b Q’- 
AISO u, . P 2 F,&G) = PQ, SO U,_, > Pl, U, > Q, hence U,-, 3 P’Q- 
We now show that P1 9 U,-, , and since P1 +I PlQ, and PrQ 4 G, we 
obtain a contradiction. 
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Putting N = N,(Pi), we have, since NQ = G, F,-s(N) Q 3 F&G) = 
PIQ1, so F,&N) > PI, so P1 = K,,(F,&N)) (for also F&N) < F,-s(G) = 
PI@). 
By Lemma 2.4, F,-,(N) dchar U,_, , and U,-, L U:n-l . Hence P1 sCchar 
KAc’n-2) - K,(U,-,), so P1 g LTnpl . 
(b) If W(G) = 2n, then G has Fitting length n, by Proposition 2.4. If G 
can be connected to e in n steps, suppose the minimal chain is 
GL A,\ ... < A,-, = PI % e, 
Suppose G, V are subgroups of G. We have the chains 
UL UnA,L .,.L UnPl 
VL Vnn4,L ‘..L Vn PI 
and both have n - 1 steps. 
Also U n PI +* V n PI. So W(G) = 2n - 1, a contradiction. 
Hence G cannot be connected to e in less than n i 1 steps. 
We now consider the general finite soluble group G of order p;@ ... p>, say, 
where the p,‘s are distinct primes. Pi will denote a Sylow p,-subgroup of 
order p:i, for i = 1, 2 ,..., Y. If Pi is not normal in G, then the chain from Pi 
to G involves pi at least twice, by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2; if the nonnormal Sylow 
subgroups of G are exactly PI , P, ,..., P, , say, then for each pi, i = 1,2 ,..., s, 
there is a chain which involves pi twice (at least). It seems plausible to suppose 
that there might be a chain which involves each prime pi , pa ,..., p, twice (at 
least), making W(G) at least (2s + (r - s)), i.e., at least s + r. 
This is indeed the case; the proof is inductive on the order of G. First we prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose P is a normal Sylow p-subgroup qf G, and W(G) = 
m. Then W(G/P) < m - 1. 
Proof. Certainly W(G/P) < m. Suppose U/P, V/P are subgroups of G/P, 
where U, V 3 P. G is soluble, so U = PM, where M is the p-complement 
of U. Consider connecting M to V; this can be done in m steps, and p must 
occur at least once, since p j j V 1, p f / M /. 
Further, if A 5 B, then AP is conjugate to BP in G (A, B subgroups of G). 
So if our chain is 
M+A,+ ... + A, 5 Ai+l -+ ... + I/, 
then the chain 
U = MP+ A,P+ “‘- A,P-ft A<+lP- *.. ---f VP = v, 
has at most (m - 1) irredundant steps, since A,P - A<+$‘. 
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Thus IV(G/P) < m - 1. 
Note. With the above conditions, W(G/P) is not necessarily m - 1. For 
example, if G is the non-Abelian group of order 6, then W(G) = 3, but 
W(G/P) = 1, where P is the normal Sylow 3-subgroup of G. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose G is a jnite soluble group, of order pT1ptz ... p?; if 
W(G) = r + n, then G has at most n nonnormal Sylow subgroups. 
Proof. If n > r, the result is trivial. So suppose n < r, and that G is a 
counterexample of minimal order to our proposition. 
W(G) = r + n, G has at least (n + 1) nonnormal Sylow subgroups; and if U 
is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G, then W(GIU) < r + n, and hence G/U 
has at most n nonnormal Sylow subgroups. 
Let the normal Sylow subgroups of G be PI ,..., P, , where t 3 0; and suppose 
there are nontrivial normal p,-subgroups for i = 1, 2,..., s, and no others. 
s 3 1, since G is soluble, and s > t. 
If there is a nontrivial normal pi-subgroup, there is a unique maximal such 
(since, if X1 and X, are normal p,-subgroups, so is X,X,). Denote this unique 
maximal normal p,-subgroup by P,‘, for i = 1, 2,..., s (where Pi’ = Pi for 
i = I,..., t). 
By Proposition 2.7, W(G/P,) < (r - 1) + n, so G/P, has at most n non- 
normal Sylow subgroups (G is a counterexample of minimal order, so G/P, 
satisfies our proposition), hence QiPl 4 G, for some nonnormal Sylow subgroup 
Qd of G. If s > t, G/PI+, satisfies our proposition: W(G/Pl+,) 6 n + r and 
G/PI+, has r distinct Sylow subgroups (since P,‘+l # P,+J, and is a nontrivial 
quotient of G. Hence G/Pi,, has at most n nonnormal Sylow subgroups, 
so QjPl,, Q G, for some nonnormal Sylow subgroup Qi of G. 
Let Qr , Qa ,..., Qa be a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of the 
nonnormal Sylow subgroups of G which satisfy QiPj‘ (i G, for some P,‘, 
j = 1, 2,..., s. Since Qr + G, QIPz’ u G implies QIPj’ + G, if i f j; so a > s. 
Now consider N = nT=, NG(QI). 
Suppose Qj, ,..., Qj, are the Q’s which satisfy QiPj’ (1 G. Then, by the 
Frattini argument, Qj1QJ2 ... Qj, is nilpotent, and since Qj, ... Qj,Pj’ u G, 
Nc(QJl ... Qj,) = PI .” Pj_lPj*Pi+l ... P,. , say, where Pj*Pj’ = Pj (by the 
Frattini argument). 
Hence N = nT=, NG(QJ = PI* ..’ P,s*P,s+, ... P,. , where P,*P,’ =- Pi, 
i =z I,..., s, and P,* f e, for i -= t + l,..., s (since P,’ -i: P, , i = t j- l,..., s). 
Now suppose P,* > Xi , a nontrivial normal p,-subgroup of G. By the 
minimality of G, G/X, has at most n nonnormal Sylow subgroups, so QXi 4 G 
for some nonnormal Sylow subgroup Q of G. But X, < Pi’, so QPz’ u G, and 
hence, by the definition of Pi*, Q 4 QP,*, so Q (I QXi Q G. This implies 
Q (I G, a contradiction. 
So Pi* contains no normal subgroups, so neither does IV. 
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We now connect N1 = P,*,l ... P,*P,+l ..’ P,. to G; we show that each prime 
P t+1 ,*'*> p, must occur twice, and obtain a contradiction to the choice of G. 
Suppose the chain is 
N, = P * t+1 *.* P,*P,,, ... P, ~A,~&?, . . . -“% G. (1) 
p, , p, ,...,pt must each occur at least once. Suppose Q2,Pi’ 4 G; Q1 is one of 
P t+1 ,-..1 P, . If Qr = Pj for j > s, then Q1 4 Nr , so qi occurs twice (where 
Q, is the Sylow qi-subgroup); if Qr = Pj for some j = t + l,..., s, then form 
the chain 
:v,P,’ -u% Alp,’ 5 A$,’ ‘3_ ..a ----f A,J’i’ -% G. (2) 
Q1 (= P,) is normal in NIP,‘, so q1 must occur twice in (2) and hence twice 
in (1). 
So qi occurs twice, for i = I, 2 ,..., a. 
The remaining primes are those pi such that i > t, and pi # qj , j = I,..., a. 
Suppose pi is such, with i > s and that it does not occur in (1) (since Pi < Nl , 
pi must occur twice if it occurs in a nontrivial step). 
Then KblUq...JIk(G) is normal in G, and contains Pi , since pi does not occur, 
and is contained in Nr . But Ni contains no nontrivial normal subgroups, so 
this is impossible. So pi must occur twice. 
The remaining p,‘s are those such that t + 1 < i < s, pi # qj , j = I,..., a. 
So suppose pi is such, and it occurs only once (it must occur once, since Pi* # 
Pi). Form the chain 
NJ’, z Alp,’ 2 .-. - A,-,P,’ 5 G. (3) 
Each term in this chain includes Pi , so the pi-step is trivial. Remove it, to 
form the chain 
01 &! 6-l N,P,‘-B,--tB,-...-B,_,-G. 
Hence K B,B,...B,-l(G) < NIPi’, and is normal in G; suppose K = 
Kel, *... e,-,(G) = Xt,, ... Xi-,PJi+, ... X, . 
From (3), it follows that J&...,,(G) = e, since Nr contains no normal 
subgroups of G; so e can be connected to G by a chain which involvesp, only once. 
Hence we must have a subgroup 2 of G such that (1 2 1, pi) = 1, 2 4 G, and 
ZPi 4 G. Z f e, since Pi + G. 
So 2 n K Q ZPi n K 4 G. Z n K is normal in G, and is also a subgroup 
of N,; hence Z n K = e. But this implies Pi 4 G, since Pi = ZPi n K, a 
contradiction. 
So every prime p,,, ,..., p, occurs (at least) twice; hence the number of steps 
in (1) is at least t + 2(r - t). 
Hence t + 2(r - t) < n + Y, i.e., r - t < n. 
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Thus the number of nonnormal Sylow subgroups of G is at most n; this 
finally contradicts the choice of G and proves our result. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose G has order p;“lp,“z ... p?. Then W(G) == Y 1 I 
if and only if G has exactly one nonnormal Sylow subgroup. 
Proof. (a) Suppose W(G) = r + 1. 
By Proposition 2.8, G has at most one nonnormal Sylow subgroup, and by 
Proposition 2.3, if G has no nonnormal Sylow subgroups (i.e., G is nilpotent), 
then W(G) = Y. 
So G has exactly one nonnormal Sylow subgroup. 
(b) Suppose G has exactly one nonnormal Sylow subgroup. 
Let this nonnormal Sylow subgroup be PI , say, the Sylow p,-subgroup. 
Pz , P3 ,..., P, 4 G, so P2P3 ... P,. is normal in G, and nilpotent. 
So for U, 17 < G, we have li ‘? K,,(U) < P2P, ,.. P, , and similarly 
q v G pzpa ... P,. . KU1( U) can be connected to KPZ( V) in (r - 1) steps by the 
nilpotency of P2Ps ‘.’ P,. (Proposition 2.3) so U can be connected to I/ in (Y + 1) 
steps. 
Hence W(G) = Y + 1. 
EXAMPLE. (1) G =z S, 
P [ = 8, 1 Q j = 3. P is self-normalizing, j No(Q)1 = 6, K,(G) = G, and 
/ K,(G)1 = 12. We have the chains 
The graph is: 
G < K,(G) % P’ % e, P’ = 4, 
G’t G % K,(G)< P’% e. 
3 
2 
K,(G) N,(Q) P P’ P, P2 P3 0 P4 e 
No(Q) to G takes five steps, and W(G) := 5. 
We now consider the case where W(G) = r + 2, where as usual G has order 
p;1p;2 . . . p:7; we already know the condition for Y = 2, so we assume Y 3 3. 
In this case, as one might expect, G has exactly two nonnormal Sylow sub- 
groups; but this is not a sufficient condition, as can be seen from the case Y = 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. If G has order p;lpt? ... p:~, where r 3 3, then W(G) = 
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r + 2 if and only if G has exactly two nonnormal Sylow subgroups, PI and Pz 
say, and either G has Fitting length 2, or one of the Sylow p,- and &-complements 
is normal in G. 
Proof. (a) Suppose W(G) = Y + 2. 
By Proposition 2.8, G has at most two nonnormal Sylow subgroups, and by 
Proposition 2.9, G has exactly two nonnormal Sylow subgroups. 
Let these be PI, Pz , say; so P3 ,..., P, are normal in G. Suppose neither the 
p,- nor the p,-Sylow complement is normal in G. 
We use induction on Y, and reduce to the case Y = 3. 
By Proposition 2.7, W(G/P,) < r + 1, and hence G/P, satisfies the proposi- 
tion. So, if K,{(G) = PI ... Pi-lPi’Pi+I ... P,, i = l,..., r then PI’Pr, 
P,‘P, <i G; for G/P, must have Fitting length 2, since PI’, Pz’ # e. 
If P,-, (1 G, then similarly PI’PT_l, P,‘P,-, (1 G, so PI’, P2’ 4 G, and our 
result follows. 
We are left with the case r = 3; PI, Pz +I G, P3 4 G, and IV(G) = 5, with 
P,Ps , PzPs 43 G. 
First, W(G/P,) < 4, by Propositions 2.7 and 2.9, W(G/PJ = 4, since 
since G/P, has no normal Sylow sybgroups. 
So by Proposition 2.5, PI’P3, Pz’P, CI G, with the above notation. We must 
show PI’, Px’ + G (by supposition, PI’, Pz’ # e). 
Suppose G has no normal p,- or p,-subgroups. Consider the chain 
P$‘2 5 A, -% A, % ... -% G. 
PIP2 contains no normal subgroups, so KqI...P6(G) = e. Hence p, and p, must 
occur twice, so p, can occur only once. By our assumption about the normal 
subgroups of G, pa must occur in the first 2 steps; so PI’ 4 PI’P3 (a G), and 
this is a contradiction. 
So G has a normal p,-subgroup, X, say, so by induction on the order of G, 
either fl’X, , P,‘X, Q G, or X,P,P, 4 G. Both these give PI’ 4 G. 
So now suppose G has no normalps-subgroups. 
We have PI’PzP CI G, so N,(P,) = PI*P2P3*, where PI*PI’ = PI. 
Consider the chain 
P,*P,%A,%A,% -.a46’G. (1) 
p, must occur twice. Supposep, occurs only once; then the chain PI’ . PI*P2 = 
PIP2 + P,‘A, -+ ... + G has a trivial pr-step, and so can be shortened to 
PIP2 -% B, 2 B, % B, -% G, 
where p, does not appear. Hence KOII...EI(G) = PIX,; X, # e, since PI +I G, 
and Xs < Pz’. But Pz’P, Q G, so Xs Q G, a contradiction, 
So p, occurs twice in (l), and hence p, only occurs once. 
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If PI* contains Xi , a nontrivial normal p,-subgroup, then by induction either 
X,P,’ Q G, which gives Pz’ 4 G, or X,P,P, CI G, i.e., X1 3 P,‘. This gives 
PI* = PI; but P,P, +I G, so Pz + PzPl . 
Hence Pl*Pz does not contain any normal subgroups of G, so K,1...,5(G) = e. 
PI 43 PIP, 3 pz + pzp, 7 so pa cannot occur in the last two steps, or in the 
first two steps in (1). Pz’ + Pz’P, , so Pz’ < A,, Pz’ $ A,. So q1 = q5 = p, , 
qa = q4 = pa . But then PI’ < A,, so Pz CI P,P,‘; hence Pz <j P,P, , contrary 
to our assumption. 
Hence G has a normal pa-subgroup X, , say, and by induction, P2’ Q G, as 
proved above for PI’. 
So Pl’Pz’P3 is nilpotent and normal in G; so G has Fitting length 2. This 
completes the proof. 
(b) Th e converse. 
pa 3 p4 ,‘..1 P, are normal in G; if PIP, ... P, , the Sylow pa-complement is 
normal in G, then for U, V < G, we have KD1,J U), k&,,,(V) contained in 
p3 ... P, , which is nilpotent and hence W(P, ... P,) = Y - 2. Hence U can be 
connected to V in (Y + 2) steps. 
If, on the other hand, G has Fitting length 2, then PI’, P2’ Q G, so we have 
the chain 
uz u n PI’PZ ’ * * P, < u n P,‘P,‘P, . . * P, ““, *.. “‘, v l-7 P,‘P,‘P, .” P, 
3 v n PIPzrP, .. . P, ; v, 
using the nilpotency of Pl’Pz’P3 ... P, . This can be shortened to (Y + 2) steps. 
So in both cases W(G) = Y + 2. 
3. THE DIAMETER OF A FINITE GROUP 
The number of times a given prime must occur in a chain between two 
subgroups of G is not determined in general by the number of times it occurs 
in a path of minimal width, since there may not be a unique minimal path. For 
example, if G has order pr@, and W(G) = 4, then by the results of Section 2, 
G has Fitting length 2, and no normal Sylow subgroups. Hence there is no chain 
from G to e with two steps, but two chains of length 3, one involvingp once and 
4 twice, the other involving 4 once and p twice. 
Recall the definition of d(G), the diameter of G, defined in the Introduction. 
AchaincfromUtoV,whereU,V~G,isasequenceU=U,,U,,...,U,= 
V such that 
where the p,‘s are prime (not necessarily distinct), and pi = 1 if Uiwl - Vi . 
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The diameter, d(c), of the above chain c is defined by d(c) = p,p, ... p,; 
if C(U, V) is the set of chains from U to V, for U, V < G, we define c(U, I’) = 
h.c.f. (d(c): c E C( U, V)). 
Finally, the diameter, d(G), of G is defined by: 
d(G) = 1.c.m. (d(U, V): U, V < G). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose G is a soluble group. Then: 
(a) p divides the order of G if and only ifp divides d(G). 
(b) G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup if and only if p2 does not divide d(G). 
(c) G is nilpotent if and only if d(G) is square-free. 
Proof. (a) Any chain from G to e (G is soluble, so there is a chain from G 
to e) involves every prime divisor of the order of G; so if G has order plflp? ... ~7, 
then p, p, ... p, divides d(G). 
The converse is trivial. 
(b) Suppose P is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of G. If U ,< G, then 
U n P 4 U, and there is a normal chain 
where each Ai is normal in U, and the pi’s are distinct from p. Similarly, we have 
a chain 
V’nP=B,> B,; B,; .-- 7 B, = V, (Qi’ f P)* 
Combining these two chains with the p-step U n P--f V n P, we obtain 
a path from U to V which involves p exactly once. 
Hence d(U, V) = pm, where (p, m) = 1; and since this holds for all U, 
V < G, d(G) = pm’, where ( p, m’) = 1. 
Conversely, if the Sylowp-subgroup P is not normal in G, then by Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2, p must occur twice in any path from P to G; so p2 divides d(P, G), and 
hence divides d(G). 
(c) This follows from (b): d(G) is square-free if and only if every Sylow 
subgroup of G is normal, i.e., if and only if G is nilpotent. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If G has Fitting length f, then d(G) divides (p, p, ‘.. p,)f. 
Proof. We have the chain 
G = No D Nl D N, D *a- D Nf = e, 
where N,/Ni+, is nilpotent for i = 0, I,..., f - 1. 
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(a) Supposef is even. We have the chain: 
So if U is a subgroup of G, by intersecting Ii with the above chain, we obtain 
in which p, occurs at mostf/2 times (combining adjacent p, steps). 
For V a subgroup of G, U CT N,-, and V n N,..., are subgroups of N,._, , 
which is nilpotent; hence we have the chain 
in which each prime occurs at most once. 
Hence combining the chains (2) and (3), and the chain 
vnN+,; .-; v, 
obtained by intersecting (1) with V (and reversing the order), we obtain a chain 
from U to V involving p, at most f times (since the last step of (2) and the first 
of (3) combine). 
(b) Supposef is odd. 
We have the chain 
GC . . . < N2 < . . . q N,-, q .a- ‘? N,., . 
p, occurs (f - 1)/2 timks in this, so for U, V < G, we can obtain the chain: 
in which pi occurs 2(f - 1)/2 + 1 times, i.e., f times. 
So in both cases, d(G) divides (p, p, ..( pr)f. 
Remark. In the example given at the beginning of this section, i.e., G has 
order p’q”, 4-step connected (and hence no normal Sylow subgroups, Fitting 
length 2), d(G, e) = pq (so if d(U, V) = p;T”1 ... ~77, there is not in general 
a chain of length (m, + ... + m,) between U and V). However, from the above 
results, d(G) = q2p2; alternatively, this can be shown using the fact that a chain 
from P*Q* to G must involve both p and q twice, where N,(P) = PQ*, and 
No(Q) = P*Q (see Proposition 2.6). 
Neither is it true in general that d(G) = pyl ...pp implies that TV(G) = 
%+a,+.~‘+%., but it is possible to derive some relationships between 
d(G) and IV(G). 
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LEMMA 3.3. For G soluble, K,,(U) is the (unique up to conjugacy) minimal 
subgroup of G to which U can be connected by a chain not involving p, where 
K,(U) is as defked in Definition 1, 7~ = p’. 
Proof. Suppose 
V%A,-%A,% 1.. -qA A, = lJ, 
is a chain from V to CT not involving p. 
Then K,1,2..., ,(U) 4 v (P ic in k g as usual a suitable conjugate of V if neces- 
sary). 
But K,,,l...n,(U) 3 K,(U), so V > K,(U). 
Finally, U can certainly be connected to K,(U), by a chain not involving p, 
for U/K,,(U) is a soluble group of order prime top. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.4. If 
G-+ ..- --+ A, r, B, + -.. -+A,LB,...A, :B,- 1.. ---f e 
is a chain from G to e, where Ai f B, is the ith occurrence of p, for i = 1, 2,..., m, 
andp occurs exactly m times, then A, >, K,,,(G), A, > K,,,,,(G)= K,(K,(K,(G))), 
and so on. So if the chain 
G3 ... < K,(G) < KyD,(G) % ’ ... % KD,p,,(G) < .*. L e (*) 
involves p exactly n times, then any chain from G to e must involve p at least n times. 
Proof, The proof is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If the least number of times p, occurs in a chain from G to 
e is n, then if the last term in the chain (*) above (for p = p,) is a PI-group, then 
d(G) = p$-‘rn, where (m, p,) = 1; while if the last term is not a pl-group, d(G) = 
pym’, where (m’, p,) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose (*) for p, is 
G ‘x ... L K,ll,(G) = X, $ Y, L ‘.. I X, < Y, L ... L e, 
where the ith occurrence of p, is from Xi to Yi , for i = 1, 2,..., n. 
Case 1. Y, = e. 
Suppose X, = P’, say, and look at the (n - 1)th occurrence of p, , i.e., 
X n-I ‘? Y,-, . Put Y,-, = P1’Z,L , say, where PI’ n 2, = e. 
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2, d G implies K,JY,+,) = 2, , which gives PI’ 1 e, a contradiction. 
So 2, + G, and hence, by the Frattini argument, 
N&Z,) = Pl*Pz ..’ P, , where PI* # PI , and PI *PI’ = PI 
Connect NG(.Z,) to G; suppose this can be done by a chain involving p, only 
(2n - 2) times, i.e., 
p1*p2 . ..p+ . . . -%AJLB~...-G , , I' 
n-2 n-1 
where A 3 B is the (TZ - 1)th occurrence of p, . 
First, A [)char K a,...~~(Nc(Zd D char Z,; otherwise, by forming the product 
of each term in the chain 
by PI’, we obtain a contradiction to Lemma 3.4. Hence Z, <I B. 
But also by Lemma 3.3, B 3 Pl’Z, , and hence Z,, 4 Z,P,’ 4 G, which 
implies Z,, Q G, a contradiction. 
So pf”-’ divides d(G). 
Finally, if U, V ,< G, then we have chains 
UL ... L Un PI’, 
VL ‘.. L Vn PI’, 
each involving p, (n - 1) times, formed by intersecting U, V with (*). Connecting 
these via the pr-step U n PI’ --‘A V n PI’, we obtain a chain involving p, 
(272 - 1) times. 
Hence d(G) = p~%z, , where ( p, , m,) = 1. 
Case 2. Y, # e. 
Y, 4 G; suppose X,, = Pl’Yn . KD1,(X,) = X, , so PI’ + G. Hence, by 
the Frattini argument, N,(P,‘) = Ply,,*, say, where Y,Y,* = P2 ... P, . 
Connect N,(P,‘) to G, and suppose p, only occurs (2n - 1) times. 
We have 
N,(Pl’) - ... 3 A -‘A B 3 ... -----f G, 
where A -% B is the nth occurrence of p, . 
As in Case 1, A t)char K,s...,l(N,(P,‘)) Bihar PI’, so PI’ -3 A. 
Moreover, B 3 X,, = Y,,Pl’, so A > Y, . Hence PI’ 4 PI/Y,, , which 
gives Y, = e, a contradiction. 
So p, occurs at least 2n times. 
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Finally, for U, V < G, we can connect each to e in chains involving pi YZ times 
(at most); joining these chains gives the required one from U to V. 
Hence d(G) = pym, where (pi , m) = 1. 
COROLLARY 1. If G has order p:lpzz, and W(G) = m, then d(G) = pIapzb, 
whevea=b=m/2ifmiseven,anda=(m-l)/2,b=(m+1)/2ifmisodd, 
(or a = (m + 1)/2, b = (m - 1)/2). 
Proof. By Propositions 2.5 and 2.6, if W(G) = 2n, then there are two minimal 
chains of length (n + 1) from G to e. 
If (n + 1) is odd, then the chain (*) of Lemma 3.4 for p = p, contains 
pi n/2 times, and the last term is ap,-group. So by the above proposition, d(G) = 
p,lzpsn, since the situation is symmetric in p, and p, . 
If (n + I) is even, then (*) for p, contains p, (n + 1)/2 times, and ends with 
a pi-group. Hence the pi-factor of d(G) is pt(nc1)/2p1 = pin. So d(G) = ~,~p,~, 
again by symmetry. 
If W(G) = 2n + 1, then the two minimal chains from G to e have 
lengths (n + 1) and (n + 2); these minimal chains are the chains (*) for p, 
and p, . Suppose the shorter chain is (*) for p, . 
If n is odd, p, occurs (n + 1)/2 times in (*) (for p,) and the last term is a 
pi-group; so the p,-factor is p;+l-l. The chain (*) for p, involves p, (n + 1)/2 
times, and ends in a pi-group, so the p,-factor is pi+‘. Hence d(G) = p,“pF+‘. 
If n is even, p, occurs n/2 times in (*) for p, , and the last step is a pa-step; 
while p, occurs (n + 2)/2 times in (*) for p, , the last step being a p2-step. So 
d(G) = pl”p;+? 
This completes the result. 
COROLLARY 2. If U < G, then d(U) divides d(G) and if U is normal in G, 
then d(G/U) divides d(G). 
Proof. If the chain (*) for G for p is 
GL -1. L K,,(G) < K,,,(G) L ... L e, 
then by forming the intersection of this chain with U, we obtain a chain from U 
to e (of subgroups of U, choosing suitable conjugates in (*) to ensure that each 
term is a subgroup of the preceding one). By Lemma 3.4, the (*) chain for U 
for p is “contained” in this; so, by the above Proposition, the p-factor of d(U) 
divides the p-factor of d(G). 
If U is normal in G, by forming the product of each term of (*) with U, and 
taking the quotient by U, we obtain a chain from G/U to e. This again is “con- 
tained” in the chain (*) for G/U and p, so again d(G/U) divides d(G). 
Remark. If W(G) = m then certainly W(G/U) < m for any normal subgroup 
U of G; but for U a subgroup of G, with W(U) = n it seems difficult to say 
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anything useful about the relation between m and n, although it seems likely 
that n < m. This is because we have not found a natural way of determining m 
for an arbitrary finite group, unlike d(G), which follows as above from a con- 
sideration of the chains (*), for the primes dividing the order of G. It may well 
be that two subgroups of G can be chosen in a natural way so that the shortest 
chain between them has m steps, but this also seems difficult. 
We can say, however, that m > n, if G is either nilpotent, has exactly one 
nonnormal Sylow subgroup, or satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.10. 
For U also satisfies the same conditions (or stronger conditions). 
The difficulty, of course, is that two subgroups of U, while being conjugate 
in G, may no longer be conjugate in U, and so chains of subgroups of G, 
may no longer be conjugate in U, and so chains of subgroups of G, although 
consisting of subgroups of CT, may no longer be chains when considered as 
subgroups of U. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If d(G) = pyl .‘.p>, then W(G) 2 (aI -i- ‘.. + a,.). 
Proof. Suppose G is a counterexample of minimal order. Suppose the normal 
p-subgroups of G are pi-subgroups, for i =: 1, 2,..., t (t > 1). 
If Xi is a minimal normal p,-subgroup, then if d(G/X,) = pyrp,“l ... p,“~, then 
by the minimality of G, W(G/X,) 2 a, + ... + a,. , so W(G) > a, $- ... + a, . 
This is a contradiction, so d(G/X,) < d(G). 
The only (*)-chain (see Lemma 3.4) which can be shorter in G/X, than in G 
is the p, chain; and this can only be shorter if the last term is contained in Xi 
So X1 is the unique minimal normal p,-subgroup, and is the last term of the (*)- 
chain for G and p, . 
Let Xi , i 7: 1, 2 ,..., t, be the unique minimal p-subgroups of G. 
Suppose the (*) chain for p, and G is: 
G\ ... L Kwl,(G) ‘? *. . L Pl’Z, ? x,z, \ ...L Xl< e. 
Z, + G, Z, n Xl = e; NG(Zl) = Xl*P, ... P, , where X,*X, = Pi. 
Connect NG(Z,) to G; by the proof to Proposition 3.5, pioccurs at least a, times. 
Define Zi and Xi* in a similar way for i = I,..., t. 
Form nt N,(Zi) = X,*X,* ... X,*P,+, ... P, = Z, say; any chain from Z 
to G involves pi at least ui times, for i = 1, 2,..., t, since by forming the product 
of each term with X, ... X,-r X,,, t.. X, (4 G), we obtain a chain from 
NG(Zi) to G. 
Suppose p,r occurs (a, - 1) times (a, is even, otherwise there would be a 
normal p,-subgroup, by Proposition 3.5); suppose a, = 2b, and the chain is 
Z = Xl* . . . &*P,+, . . . f’,. -----f . . . ----f A -*1, B ----f ... - G, 
where A -“r, B is the bth occurrence of p,. . 
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Suppose the (*)-chain for p, from G to e is 
(1) 
where Z, n P,’ = e, and p, occurs b times. 
Suppose the (*) chain for p, from Z to e is 
where Y, n P,’ = e, and p, occurs b times. The chain must be of this form, 
otherwise, by forming the product of each term with XI ... X, , we would get 
a chain from G to X, ... X, contradicting (1). 
Hence P,‘Z, Q B, and P,‘Y, 13 A. 
We now show that Y, = e; Y, is a characteristic subgroup of A, and hence 
of B. Also Y, < Z, < B, so Y, is characteristic in Z, , which is normal in G. 
Hence Y, CI G. A normal subgroup of G must contain a minimal normal p- 
subgroup; but Z > Xi, i = l,..., t; hence Y, = e. 
But now P,’ CI A, and Z, < A, so P,’ Q P,‘Z, , which is not so. 
Hencep, CI A, and Z, < A, so P,’ 4 P,‘Z, , which is not so. 
Hence p, must occur at least a, times, and similarly. for i = t + 1 ,..., r - 1. 
So pi must occur at least ai times for i = l,..., r, so W(G) >, a, + ... + a,. 
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